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Origin of dead magnetic Fe overlayers on V„110…
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Recentin situ polarized neutron-reflectometry and magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements have displayed
a few magnetically dead Fe layers deposited on V~110!. We have performedab initio density-functional theory
calculations in order to explain thea priori unexpected results. An ideal layer-by-layer growth of Fe on the
V~110! surface leads to the ferromagnetic solution for every Fe thickness. However, if alloying is present at the
interface, a strong decrease in the Fe magnetization is found. We discuss the different magnetic configurations
and the possible mechanisms that can produce the observed magnetically dead Fe layers.
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Nawrathet al.1,2 have investigated the magnetic prope
ties of thin Fe layers epitaxially grown on a V~110! substrate
using in situ polarized neutron reflectivity1,2 ~PNR! comple-
mented with in-plane magneto-optical Kerr effect~MOKE!
measurements.2 The samples were produced using both el
tron beam evaporation1,3 and molecular-beam epitaxy,2 char-
acterizing the structural quality of the samples by Aug
electron spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffracti
For a Fe film thickness of 6 Å (.3 ML) the authors3

found nearly negligible in-plane magnetic moment in t
samples. For thicker Fe coverages (.20 Å) they always
measured valuable magnetic moment in the Fe film, alm
constant for a wide range of temperature. These are u
pected results,1–3 because Fe is a ferromagnetic material
that magnetic ordering was expected even for very low c
erages on V~110!. As an explanation for the presence
those ‘‘dead magnetic Fe layers,’’ the authors1 proposed that
their experimental techniques~PNR and in-plane MOKE!
were not able to detect the component of the magnetiza
perpendicular to the surface. Anisotropy effects could fix
orientation of the magnetization perpendicular to the surf
hiding the spin polarization in the measurements. Indeed
increase of the Fe coverage on V~110! could turn the mag-
netization to in-plane orientation so that it can be detec
with the techniques employed. Very recently the same
thors performed additional polar MOKE measurements
the same samples4 finding also no out-of-plane magnetic re
sponse, thus confirming the presence of Fe dead mag
layers at least for the first 2–3 deposited ML, and exclud
the anisotropy effects as the cause of this behavior.

It is the aim of this paper to analyze the possible origin
these dead ‘‘magnetic’’ Fe layers deposited on V~110!, by
means of anab initio study. For this purpose we have sim
lated different structural scenarios for the Fe/V interface,
only the perfect FeV interfaces, but also possible phenom
of intermixing and interfacial roughness. Our calculatio
are performed using a scalar-relativistic version of the tig
binding linear muffin-tin orbitals method~LMTO! with the
0163-1829/2001/64~6!/060404~4!/$20.00 64 0604
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atomic-sphere approximation. Detailed information about
method can be found elsewhere.5,6 This ab initio method is
based on the density-functional theory.7 For the exchange
and correlation functional we use the local-density appro
mation ~LDA ! in the formulation of von Barth–Hedin8 be-
cause with the generalized gradient approximation~GGA!
we obtained a strong overestimation of the V magnetizat
in some FeV systems,9 and the LDA have been used succes
fully in previous calculations for Fe/V interfaces.10

We modeled the structure of the samples using a sev
layer V film in the~110! orientation to mimic the V substrate
This is an appropriate approximation because these re
are not affected by the V thickness when considering thic
V slabs in our calculations. The lattice parameters of both
(aFe55.29 a.u.) and V (aV55.61 a.u.) bcc bulks have
been obtained by total energy minimization. Assumi
pseudomorphic growth, the in-plane interatomic distan
~V-V and Fe-Fe! are chosen to be the same as the calcula
lattice parameter of bcc V, whereas the Fe-Fe out-of-pl
interatomic distance is determined according to the cons
volume approximation due to the lattice mismatch betwe
Fe and V. This approximation is recommended by expe
mental observations, and consists in maintaining for Fe
V atoms of the samples the same volume as they hav
their respective bulks. The Fe-V interface distance is cho
as the arithmetic mean value of the calculated Fe and
lattice parameters. We model the LMTO supercell by cons
ering enough layers of empty spheres to assure that the
no interaction between the Fe surfaces of adjac
supercells11 ~5 ML of empty spheres were enough!. The cal-
culations are performed using an increasing number ok
points until final convergence is obtained for at least 13k
points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. For all Fe thick
nesses, we have considered the ferromagnetic~FM! and the
layered antiferromagnetic configurations~with the parallel
and antiparallel couplings between Fe and V at the interfa!,
and also more complicated configurations like theC(232)
solution.
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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In our first attempt to study the system we considere
perfect FeV interface, analyzing the magnetic properties o
and 2 ML of Fe deposited pseudomorphically on the V~110!
substrate. Only the ferromagnetic configuration is obtain
as a stable solution~all the other configurations tested co
verge to the FM one in the self-consistent cycle!. For the Fe
overlayer on V~110! the Fe magnetic moment is a little b
reduced (1.95mB) as compared to the magnetic moment
the bulk (2.10mB within our model for the calculated lattic
distance!. In this system the surface effect that enhances
Fe magnetization is competing with the interaction with t
V substrate that reduces the magnetic moment of the
overlayer.10 The V interface atoms exhibit an induced ma
netic moment of 0.20mB antiferromagnetically coupled with
the Fe interface atoms. Similarly, for 2 Fe monolayers
V~110!, the ground state corresponds to a FM configurat
for Fe, whereas theC(232) input always converges to th
FM solution. The magnetic moments at the Fe surface
now higher (2.25mB) than in the case of the Fe overlaye
due to the larger number of Fe neighbors~less interaction
with the V substrate!. Notice that the loss of coordination a
the surface favoring the increase of the magnetization is
present in this case. These results are clearly at odds with
experimental observations of Nawrathet al.1,2 displaying a
nearly negligible magnetic moment~dead layers! for this
thickness range.

After excluding the anisotropy effects12 as the cause o
the experimentally observed behavior, as discussed in
introduction, we went beyond the perfect layer-by-lay
growth by considering the effect of a possible intermixing13

and roughness at the Fe/V interface~experimentally reported
by Nawrathet al.1,2!. We simulate first the roughness at th
Fe/V interface by introducing in our calculation a simplifie
modeling of the structural defects. Some of the calcula
configurations are shown in Fig. 1. For all the configuratio
tested, we obtain ferromagnetic order at the Fe atoms w
high magnetic moments. These magnetic solutions
clearly more stable than the nonmagnetic solutions. Eve
our modeling for the surface defects is very simple, fro
these results it can be inferred that the effect of these typ
roughness at the interface would not change significantly

FIG. 1. Simplified modeling of some structural defects at
interface formed when Fe is deposited on V~110! substrate. Black
and open balls correspond to Fe and V atoms, respectively.
magnetic moment at each atom of the sample is reported in
figure. Only a portion of the semi-infinite system is illustrated.
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magnetic ordering of the samples, and therefore it canno
the origin of a quasinonmagnetic configuration consist
with the magnetically dead layers.

Let us explore now the situation when Fe/V intermixin
takes place. We simulate this phenomenon by conside
ordered alloyed Fe50%V50% layers deposited on the V~110!
substrate. We have calculated the magnetic map for the
lowing samples with ideal ordered alloying at the Fe/V i
terface. We start withn51 –6 ML of Fe50%V50% ordered
alloy deposited on V~110!. This system will be denoted a
V(110)/(Fe0.5V0.5)n , and corresponds to a deposition of 1–
pure Fe ML, where the experimental measurements1,2 found
no magnetization in the samples. We also considered the
dered semi-infinite alloy on the~110! orientation as the lim-
iting situation. Then, we studym51 –4 ML of pure Fe on a
slab of six Fe50%V50% layers deposited on V~110!. These
systems, denoted as V(110)/(Fe0.5V0.5)6 /Fem , correspond to
Fe coverages of 4–5 ML, for which the experiments1,2 found
clear magnetic ordering. The magnetic maps obtained for
most representative samples cited above are shown in Fi
Energetically, these configurations are more stable than
pseudomorphic ones.

At the initial stage of Fe-V intermixing@~i! in Fig. 2# the
stable solution is nonmagnetic. In this case the strong V
vironment ‘‘kills’’ the magnetic moment of Fe. If we increas
the alloying @~ii–v! in Fig. 2# all the samples display mag
netic ordering. The magnetic moment appears due to
change in the local coordination of Fe and V in the mix
FeV layers. Now, the Fe atoms have less V and more F
the first-nearest-neighboring shell and this is clearly reflec
in the local density of states plotted in Fig. 3. The density
states at the Fermi level of the Fe atoms is higher in the c
of 2 ML of ordered FeV alloy@~ii ! in Fig. 2#. This indicates,
following Stoner’s criterion, that this system should have
stronger tendency to display magnetic ordering than 1 ML
FeV ordered alloy on V~110! @~i! in Fig. 2#.

The magnetic map obtained in our calculations for the
alloyed FeV systems seems to be in disagreement with
negligible magnetic moment obtained by Nawrathet al.,1–3

since, in our case, only at the beginning of the deposition,
nonmagnetic configuration is obtained as the unique s
tion. In Table I we show the energy differences betwe
magnetic and nonmagnetic configurations for the differ
mixed FeV samples~ii !–~v! on V~110! @~i! sample is not
included because only no magnetic solution is found for t
case#. In the estimation of the total energy we have taken in
account only the mixed Fe-V layers and the first layers of
system since below the V recovers its paramagnetic cha
ter. We have normalized by the number of Fe atoms, wh
are the responsible for the magnetic character of the sys
The energetic contribution corresponding to room tempe
ture is about 25 meV per atom, while the energy differen
reported in Table I are smaller than this value. This me
that at room temperature both solutions, magnetic and n
magnetic, could coexist. This fact could be the origin of t
magnetic behavior found for this system, but this hypothe
is not consistent with some of the experimen
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FIG. 2. Magnetic moments~in units ofmB) at
the inequivalent sites of V(110)/(Fe0.5V0.5)n

samples withn51,2,3,4@panels~i!–~iv!#; semi-
infinite alloy Fe50%V50% on the~110! orientation
@panel~v!#; ~vi! V(110)/(Fe0.5V0.5)6 /Fem sample
with m51 @panel~vi!#. Black balls correspond to
Fe atoms while open balls correspond to V atom
Only a portion of the semi-infinite system is il
lustrated.
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measurements2 that were performed at very low temperatur
~80 K! and did not show appreciable magnetization for
coverages of less than 3 ML.

The PNR and MOKE techniques used by Nawra
et al.,1,2 to characterize the magnetic behavior of the samp

FIG. 3. Paramagnetic density of states of Fe and V surface
oms for 1 mixed FeV ML~solid line! on V~110! and 2 mixed FeV
ML ~dashed line! on V~110! @~i! and ~ii ! in Fig. 2, respectively#.
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account not only for the magnetization of the deposited
atoms but also for the contribution of V atoms~PNR mea-
surements detect the total magnetization of the sample
MOKE measurements have a typical penetration
20–100 Å in the sample!. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the
average magnetic moment per Fe atom~considering the Fe
and V contributions! as a function of the Fe coverage depo
ited on V~110! substrate for the different systems simulat
in our calculations, that is, considering both ideal or mix
Fe/V interfaces. Also the experimental data obtained
Nawrathet al.1,2 are included in the figure for comparison

As can be observed in Fig. 4, the only mechanism con
tent with the experimental results is based on the intermix

t-

TABLE I. Energy differences per Fe atom between the magn
ground states and the metastable nonmagnetic configurations f
3, and 4 mixed FeV ML on V~110! substrate@corresponding to
~ii–iv ! in Fig. 2#. The energy difference associated with the orde
alloy Fe50%V50% with the lattice parameter of bcc V bulk is als
included in the table (v* ).

System ii iii iv v*
DE ~meV! 18.7 18.2 22.7 32
4-3
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phenomena at the Fe/V interface. If we assume that Fe at
diffuse into the V substrate up to a deposition of 3 ML of
~corresponding to 6 ML of mixed FeV! and for thicker cov-
erages a pure Fe film starts to develop on top of the mi
slab, our results are in qualitative agreement with the exp
mental data. For low coverages we obtain a small aver
magnetic moment (;0.5mB per Fe atom!.14 Although we
slightly overestimate the experimental values at low cov
ages, it is important to take into account that in the PN
measurements the authors detected a slight asymmetry~that

FIG. 4. Average magnetic moment per atom as a function of
Fe coverage on the V~110! substrate. Balls~open and black! corre-
spond to the experimental PNR~open! and MOKE~black! measure-
ments by Nawrathet al. ~Refs. 1 and 2!. Squares are the result
obtained in our calculation for 1 and 2 pure Fe ML on V~110! for a
perfect Fe/V interface. Triangles~open and black! correspond to the
simulations including intermixing at the Fe/V interface. Black t
angles are the results obtained at the beginning of the growth
cess: V(110)/(Fe0.5V0.5)n(n51 –6) samples, whereas open tr
angles correspond to the subsequent deposition of pure
monolayers: V(110)/(Fe0.5V0.5)6 /Fem (m51 –4) samples. The
lines are for eye guide.
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can be clearly seen in Fig. 6 of Ref. 2! indicating the pres-
ence of a residual magnetization of 0.15–0.20mB per atom.12

Taking into account this last point, our results are in quali
tive agreement with the experiments even for low Fe cov
ages, and the intermixing at the Fe/V interface could expl
the origin of the unexpected magnetic behavior found
Nawrathet al.1,2 for these systems.

In summary, we have explored the magnetic behavior
Fe deposited on V~110! substrate in order to understand th
unexpected experimental measurements of Nawrathet al.1,2

that found a nearly negligible magnetic moment for low co
erages of Fe. After performing a systematic study consid
ing different structural approaches to the problem~perfect
and mixed interfaces, and interfacial defects!, we propose a
mechanism consistent with the magnetic behavior repo
experimentally1,2 based on the intermixing at the Fe/V inte
face. For intermixed samples corresponding to low cov
ages of Fe, the average magnetization is low. For thicker
coverages where a pure Fe slab starts to develop, the sam
display a high magnetic moment, as is observed experim
tally. The present study gives further support to the stro
relation between the structural and magnetic properties
transition metal systems. More detailed information ab
the structural characterization of the Fe/V interface in th
systems is necessary in order to test the validity of
mechanism proposed here.
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